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Inflation On Vacation?

WASHINGTON (UPI) — For the first time in 15
years, consumer prices rose in July as
the nation’s economy began to slow,
Friday showing no overall increase in the cost of

Still other private economists called it a tempo-
ary fluctuation, maintaining consumer
inflation is "transitory.

The Labor Department report said that, thanks to
a dramatic drop in mortgage rates, the Consumer
Price Index remained that month exactly where it
was the previous month.

A whopping 5.7 percent discount in mortgage rates
reduced the price of a typical American home
by 13 percent since January.

It was the first time the index — designed
to measure the cost of a typical American
ruiner – had failed to rise since March 1977.

The private economists also described the
situation as "transitory.

"It’s a temporary aberration," said Lawrence
Chord, one of Chicago’s leading economist
in Pennsylvania. "For any given person who
doesn’t buy a house, this doesn’t mean a thing.

"We should have a 1-point increase," he
explained. "The increase in the consumer
price of goods brought in during the
week is up. Transportation went up. Clothing went up.

Before July, prices that had been going up 8 percent
per month for every month for the past year were
running at acompounded annual rate of
12 percent.

"We Are in Trouble"

By George Gallard
DALLAS — We are in deep
trouble in America. Our
income, our jobs, our
security, our health care
are all threatened
in our time.

It is our duty to
act. It is our duty to
fight. It is our duty
to stand up for
what is right.

We must strive
to build a better
future for our
children.

No Stocks

Due to computer programs, the new market reports in today’s
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News In Brief

New Eruption Indicated

KNOXVILLE, March 13—Mount St. Helens gave indications Friday that it might erupt again in this area after a period of dormancy. The volcano, which has been active in the past, is located near the town of Mount St. Helens, Washington. The eruption would be a "red alert" in the volcano's classification system, indicating a potential for significant hazards.

Sex Prejudice Caused Flanking?

PORT MCNEILL, B.C., March 13—The women of the west coast are starting to feel the effects of a discrimination that is causing them difficulty. In a report released today, the findings of a study by the National Organization for Women (NOW) indicated that women are being treated unfairly at work and in various aspects of their lives. NOW is calling for action to address the issue.

Nine Bombs Explode In Manila

Manila, Philippines—Nine bombs were exploded in Manila on Friday, one of the biggest terrorist attacks to date in the city. The attacks occurred near the government headquarters and caused widespread damage. It is unclear who is behind the attacks. The government has launched an investigation.

Billy Accused Of Harming U.S.

WASHINGTON, March 13—Billy Accused Of Harming U.S. has been charged with several counts of fraud and conspiracy. The charges include false statements to the federal government and illegal dealings with foreign nationals. The case is being handled by the Department of Justice.

Cuba Turns Down U.S. Offer

WASHINGTON, March 13—Cuba has rejected an offer from the United States to negotiate a peace treaty. The offer was made by President Carter, who is seeking to find a solution to the long-standing conflict between the two countries.

Teacher Ruling Asked

A WARREN, March 13—A teacher in Warren has been ruled as a female by a court after being arrested for stealing. The teacher, who is a veteran of the military, is facing charges of fraud and identity theft.

OC Man Dies In Shooting

OKLAHOMA CITY, March 13—An OC man died in a shooting incident. The victim was shot multiple times and was pronounced dead at the scene. The investigation is ongoing.

Galleria Plan Blasted

DALLAS, March 13—The Galleria plan was blasted by the Dallas City Council. The council voted against the plan, citing concerns about its impact on traffic and the environment.

Oil Tanker Blaze Controlled

HOUSTON, March 13—An oil tanker blaze was controlled by firefighters in Houston. The fire, which started on a ship docked in the harbor, was extinguished after several hours of work.

L.A. Faces Blackout Threat

LOS ANGELES, March 13—The Los Angeles area faces a black out threat due to a shortage of power. The power company is urging residents to conserve energy to prevent the blackout.

More Violence In Salvador Reported

SAN SALVADOR, March 13—More violence has been reported in Salvador, with several reports of shootings and unrest. The government is investigating the incidents.

Aviation Pioneer Mourned

ST. LOUIS, March 13—Aviation pioneer Howard Hughes was laid to rest today in St. Louis. Hughes made significant contributions to the field of aviation, including the invention of the Hughes Aircraft Company. He was a key figure in the development of the Jet plane and other advanced aircraft.
Church Enters Strike

NADER, Persian (P) — The Persian government has given its approval for the strike of the church. The government officials have stated that the church will be officially recognized and supported under the new law. The churches will be allowed to function freely and will be given the same rights as other organizations. The strike has been called due to the hopes of better conditions for the clergy.

Sooner Scene

Statue Back In The News

Oklahoma City, OK — A statue that was pulled down by protestors last week has been restored and returned to its original position. The statue, which depicts a historical figure, had been removed from a local park due to its controversial nature. The statue was restored by a local artist and was returned to the park on Friday.

Jennings

Nader Featured At OU

Oklahoma City, OK — Ralph Nader, the prominent activist, will be featured at the University of Oklahoma. Nader will be speaking on the topics of corporate greed and the need for reform. The event is free and open to the public. Nader is known for his work in promoting consumer rights and has been a vocal critic of the corporate sector.
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Japanese Ban Soviet Sub

Tokyo, Japan — The Japanese government has announced a ban on the entry of Soviet submarines into Japanese waters. The ban comes after several incidents involving Soviet submarines in the region. The Japanese government has said that the submarines are a threat to national security.

Strike Cans Fall Schedule

Hollywood, CA — The strike of the can manufacturers has entered its fall schedule. The manufacturers have announced that they will continue to strike until a new contract is reached. The strike has been ongoing for several weeks and has caused shortages in the market.

300 Workers To Be Laid Off

Los Angeles, CA — A major manufacturing company has announced that it will lay off 300 workers. The company has cited economic downturns and increased competition as the reasons for the layoff. The workers will be notified next week.

Runoffs Seen

Tulsa, OK — Both Democrats and Republicans are preparing for runoffs in their primaries. The primaries were held earlier this year, and the results will be confirmed in the next week.
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Firth Carpet

Luxury carpet with the 100% satisfaction guarantee

is for ETHEREAL™ new from Firth Carpet

Shred has just about everything you could ask for in carpet, it's made with Firth's exclusive 100% American made fibers, with a soft and silky feel, it's stain resistant and soft underfoot. It's easy to keep attractive with our exclusive maintenance system. At this price, Firth's no-worry guarantee is more than just a word.
State Department Officials Leaked Secret

WASHINGTON - The officials at the State Department who leaked the secret information to the President about the arms deal with the Soviets have been identified. The officials are Assistant Secretary of State John Poindexter and Deputy Undersecretary of State Richard Lingenfelter. They have been suspended without pay and are facing possible criminal charges.

The leak, which was first reported by The New York Times, has caused a major rupture in relations between the United States and the Soviet Union. The Arms Control and Disarmament Agency has said that the leak could have serious consequences for ongoing negotiations.

The information leaked included details of a secret arms deal between the United States and the Soviet Union. The deal, which was not revealed to the public, involved the transfer of advanced military technology in exchange for a reduction in nuclear weapons.

The leak has raised questions about the security of government information and the potential for leaks in the future.

Jack Anderson

Stress The Positive

By Michael Kinsley

In his weekly column, Kinsley offers a positive perspective on the current political climate. He argues that the media and public alike should focus on the positive aspects of the situation rather than the negative.

Kinsley writes, "It's important to remember that there are many positive aspects of the current political climate. We have a strong and competent leadership, and the country is moving in the right direction." He goes on to discuss various positive developments, including economic growth, job creation, and increased foreign investment.

Kinsley concludes, "In short, there are many reasons to be optimistic about the future of this country." He encourages readers to focus on the positive and remain hopeful for the future.
Country, Western Music Is Far From Dead

By Dick Winger

Music is a steady part of the American landscape, and radio is our main medium for listening to it. But we are discovering that not all Western music is alike. Some is written and produced by traditional cowboys, while others are written and produced by people who have never even been west of Chicago. The former type is more popular, but the latter type is gaining in popularity.

Both types of Western music have a lot to offer. The traditional cowboys produce music that is true to the American frontier. They use instruments such as the fiddle, guitar, and banjo, and their songs often talk about life in the West. The new cowboys, on the other hand, produce music that is more modern and experimental. They use synthesizers and other electronic instruments, and their songs often talk about life in the modern world.

As a result, Western music is becoming more popular than ever. It is starting to be heard in places where it was once unheard of. For example, Western music is now being played in shopping malls and restaurants. It is also beginning to be heard in schools and universities, where it is being used as a way to teach about the American frontier.

Western music is not just for cowboys anymore. It is for everyone who enjoys the American frontier. Whether you are a traditional cowboy or a new cowboy, you can find Western music to suit your taste.

Reagan Says Tax Cut Plan ‘On The Mark’

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan said Friday that tax cut proposals he was considering were "on the mark." Reagan was responding to a letter from a member of Congress who said the president's proposals were "too small" and "insufficient to stimulate the economy.

"I don't think we can be satisfied with a tax cut that is too small," Reagan said. "A tax cut that is too small will not stimulate the economy. It won't do anything to reduce the deficit. It won't do anything to create jobs."

Reagan's proposals would reduce the maximum tax rate for high income taxpayers from 70% to 50% and eliminate the federal income tax for people who earn less than $35,000.

Rape Charges Filed

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) - The Oklahoma County sheriff's office charged a man with rape Friday after a woman reported being gang-raped.

The victim said the man she identified as the rapist had entered her home uninvited and then forced her to have sex with him.

Government that is big enough to give you everything you want is big enough to take everything you have.

DON Nickles

Republican for U.S. SENATE

Pre-Inventory Clearance Sale

Large Selection of Dining Room Sets All at 30% Off

Join the Lou Rawls Parade of Stars

Low Start $129

1 Piece Pit Group

Pre-Outdoor Inventory Clearance Sale

Mattress War!!

Money Saving Tips

On How To
Keep Your Home

Cool and Comfortable
All Summer Long...

Add Your Air Conditioner Less!

Tip 6: Raise your thermostat a few degrees. You might be surprised that you'll still be comfortable and you'll be pleased to know you're saving energy and reducing your electric bill at the same time.

Your air conditioner accounts for a large portion of your summer energy bills. This year, as you enjoy the comfort of a cool, air-conditioned home, you use your air conditioner less.
Free Meals Possible

By Mary Parker

A free meal at one side and one slice at one side to buy. "We have a special for the family, too," said Mary Parker. "You can have your choice of a variety of entrées and sides."

70 Educators To Be Honored

OKLAHOMA CITY - In recognition of their dedication to education, 70 educators will be honored at a special ceremony on March 15th. The event will be held at the Oklahoma State Capitol, where awards will be presented to the educators who have made significant contributions to the field of education.

Paulsen To MC Edwards Roast

OKLAHOMA CITY - Paulsen, a noted humorist, will be the master of ceremonies for the annual Edwards Roast on February 28th. The event, which is a fundraiser for the local art museum, is expected to sell out.

Exortion Charged

OKLAHOMA CITY - Officials from several federal agencies have charged two individuals with extortion in connection with the theft of a valuable painting. The investigation began after the painting was reported missing from a local art gallery.

Reporter Arrested

OKLAHOMA CITY - A reporter has been arrested for allegedly reporting false information. The reporter was covering a story on a local politician, and the arrest was made after it was determined that the reporter had fabricated information.

FREE MEALS POSSIBLE

Open Weekdays: 10 am - 7 pm; Saturday 10 am - 7 pm; Sunday 1 pm - 7 pm

CLOSING STORE SALE

John's 44th & South Western

BUILDING MUST BE EMPTIED IMMEDIATELY

50 CENTS ON THE DOLLAR

Everywhere Below Furniture Stores' Best Prices!

FREE MEALS POSSIBLE

Ou Backfield Full

So Blake Fights For Noseguard

It wasn't quite what John Blake had in mind. But it was a sign that things were looking up for the Oklahoma State football team.

Searching For Water

Stadler's 68 Leads Series By 1

For 15 runs, the Oklahoma State baseball team was on the verge of the College World Series. But then the University of Texas came into the game with a late-inning rally, taking the lead back from Stadler.

Matuszek Helps 89ers Earn Split

The St. Louis Cardinals had just won the first game of a doubleheader, leaving them with the chance to sweep the 89ers. But then the Cardinals' bullpen allowed the 89ers to tie the game, setting up the chance for a split.

Yanks Need Strike--At Steinbrenner Shipyard

The New York Yankees were looking to clinch a playoff spot in the American League. But Steinbrenner Shipyard was not allowing it to be easy.

Radio-TV Log

Sportscaster Dave Gannon of the New York Times reported on the Yankees' efforts to have a playoff spot secured. The Yankees were facing pressure from the Boston Red Sox to avoid a sweep, and the Yankees were trying to avoid a loss.
Cabell, Astros Edge Cubs In 12

Latest Line
Steve McNeil had no emotional effect in the American League victory over the visiting Chicago Cubs, 12-5. McNeil, who had been playing for the Milwaukee Brewers, contributed two runs to the Brewers' total of 12. The Brewers' starting pitcher, Steve Carlton, limited the Cubs to one hit in seven innings.

FOOTBALL
NFL Results

Gomez Keeps Title With TKO In Fifth
Last Tuesday night, the New England Patriots defeated the Chicago Bears, 34-7, in a thrilling game. The Patriots' quarterback, Tom Brady, threw for 340 yards and four touchdowns. The Bears' quarterback, Jay Cutler, threw for 200 yards and two touchdowns.

OU Stays Clear Of Injury Bug
NORMA - The University of Oklahoma's football team has escaped a potential injury scare. All players are expected to be healthy for the upcoming season. OU's quarterback, Sam Bradford, is expected to return in time for the team's first game.

JONES, COLTS SWAMP GIANTS
Baltimore (AP) - The Baltimore Colts defeated the New York Giants, 28-10, in a high-scoring contest. The Colts' quarterback, Peyton Manning, threw for 260 yards and three touchdowns. The Giants' quarterback, Eli Manning, threw for 160 yards and one touchdown.

Jaeger Stuns Austin
Michael, Wisc. (AP) - Jaeger Jaeger, the two-time defending world champion in the 100-meter backstroke, won the event in a time of 51.2 seconds. Jaeger's time is the fastest ever in the event and sets a new world record. He will compete in the Olympic trials later this year.

Connors Breezes
MARSH, Ohio (AP) - Connors Connors, the defending world champion in the 100-meter backstroke, won the event in a time of 50.1 seconds. Connors' time is just 0.1 seconds behind Jaeger's world record.

Caldwell Grabs Five-Shot Lead
GRAND BLANC, Mich. (AP) - Judy Caldwell, the defending world champion in the 100-meter backstroke, won the event in a time of 51.0 seconds. Caldwell's time is 0.2 seconds behind Jaeger's world record.

Capital Foes In New District
Hill, SE Optimistic
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Northfield Books
ADULT BOOKS
NOVELS & POCKETBOOKS
OVER 100,000 BRAND NEW TITLES IN STOCK
(30) 1-800-550-1133

MAY WE HELP?
Visit our showroom or call for the Perfect Gift for any Age!
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Church Briefs

Judaica Courses Are Established

Three residents of Tulsa have established a center for Judaica courses at the University of Oklahoma. The center will offer courses in Hebrew, Jewish history, and a variety of other Jewish studies.

August 22 - 24

Featuring

School Bus Stop

SPONSORED BY THE TULSA BAPTIST ASSOCIATION

You Are Invited To Worship At These Churches ... And To Gain Spiritual Renewal With Them ...
New Salem Ultra

The first Ultra low tar that stands for refreshment!

Above all it's a Salem.